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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� Data-driven parameterization of a

0D dynamic PEMFC stack model.

� Computational efficient parame-

terization methodology.

� Simultaneous identification of an-

alytic local linear models.

� Parametric output sensitivity-

based identifiability analysis.

� Experimental validation on a

commercial 30 kW PEMFC stack.
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a b s t r a c t

In order to mitigate the degradation and prolong the lifetime of polymer electrolyte

membrane fuel cells, advanced, model-based control strategies are becoming indispens-

able. Thereby, the availability of accurate yet computationally efficient fuel cell models is

of crucial importance. Associated with this is the need to efficiently parameterize a given

model to a concise and cost-effective experimental data set. A challenging task due to the

large number of unknown parameters and the resulting complex optimization problem. In

this work, a parameterization scheme based on the simultaneous estimation of multiple

structured state space models, obtained by analytic linearization of a candidate fuel cell

stack model, is proposed. These local linear models have the advantage of high compu-

tational efficiency, regaining the desired flexibility required for the typically iterative task

of model parameterization. Due to the analytic derivation of the local linear models, the

relation to the original parameters of the non-linear model is retained. Furthermore, the

local linear models enable a straight-forward parameter significance and identifiability
.ac.at (D. Ritzberger).
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Parametric sensitivity
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analysis with respect to experimental data. The proposed method is demonstrated using

experimental data from a 30 kW commercial polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell stack.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) are regar-

ded as a promising candidate towards replacing the internal

combustion engine and enabling an environmentally friendly,

sustainable mobility. However, to achieve a wide-spread

market penetration, significant improvements, especially

regarding the specific costs and durability [1], have to bemade

in order to be competitive with the internal combustion en-

gine. To extend the lifetime, degrading operating conditions

(e.g. fuel starvation, excessive pressure differences across the

membrane, flooding or dry-out) have to be prevented [2,3],

which requires precise control of the balance-of-plants com-

ponents, especially during transient operation. Therefore,

advanced control methods are required. A prerequisite for

this, however, is the availability of a real-time computable, yet

sufficiently accurate, fuel cell model. To strike a balance be-

tween complexity and computational efficiency, control ori-

ented fuel cell models are typically of low spatial order (0D/

1D), with the governing dynamic equations derived from the

transient mass balances of species, and an algebraic electro-

chemical model describing the relation between the thermo-

dynamic states of the fuel cell, current and voltage [4e11].

Control oriented models have to describe the specific fuel cell

system with sufficient accuracy, which is rarely achieved by

adhering to a white-box modeling approach (i.e. all the model

parameters can be derived from fundamental constants and

geometric considerations). For this reason, the model pa-

rameters are usually determined with the help of experi-

mental data by minimizing the discrepancy between

simulated and measured output signals [12,13].

The experimental parameterization of a PEM fuel cell

model poses a considerable challenge:

1. The resulting model is typically highly non-linear and

numerically stiff.

2. A large number of parameters (with varying levels of sig-

nificance) are to be determined.

3. The associated parameter optimization problem is typi-

cally non-linear, non-convex with multiple local minima,

and (possibly) ill-posed.

Owing to these difficulties, heuristic optimization tech-

niques (such as differential evolution, genetic algorithms,

particle swarm optimization) are frequently used [14e16].

Although satisfactory results in terms of the fitted model
al., Data-driven paramete
space identification, Int
output can thereby be obtained, the heuristic optimization of

non-linear, dynamic models leads to a substantial computa-

tional effort. Additionally, the optimization problem being ill-

posed is often a symptom of an over-parameterized model

[17,18] resulting in a non-unique solution. When applying

heuristic optimization techniques, these symptoms of an

over-parameterized model are neglected, giving a false sense

of security, that a high accuracy in terms of the model output

must be the result of having obtained the correct model pa-

rameters. The present work aims to accelerate the task of

model parameterization and, additionally, to analyze the

significance (and therefore identifiability) of model parame-

ters with respect to the available experimental data. For that,

the following estimation procedure is proposed: The non-

linear fuel cell model is analytically linearized such that for

any given steady state input a local linear model is obtained.

As linear dynamic systems can be solved very efficiently, the

computation time is drastically reduced as compared to the

original non-linear system. Since the linearization is done

analytically, the resulting linear dynamic model is still

depending on the same physical parameters as the non-linear

model. Written in state space form, the estimation of such

parametric local linear models termed structured state-space

identification [19e21].

Since the PEM fuel cell model is highly non-linear, it is

unreasonable to assume that all parameters describing the

non-linear model can be consistently estimated based on a

single local linear model. It is therefore proposed to identify

multiple linear structured state spacemodels simultaneously.

Note, that this method of identifying a non-linear system via

multiple local linear approximations is closely related to the

multimodel approach [22] or local linear model networks [23].

However, within the classical multi model framework, one is

typically only concerned with describing the input/output

behavior of a non-linear system with sufficient accuracy, e.g.

black-box modeling. Therefore the physical meaning of states

and estimated parameters in the resultingmodel are normally

not accessible. Additionally, each local model depends on its

own parameter vector, and the local model structure needs to

be determined from the data as-well, whereas for the analytic

linearization approach, the local model structure is deter-

mined by the non-linear model, and each model shares the

same physical parameter vector and state space.

To facilitate the estimation of local linear operating point

models, the experiments need to be designed accordingly: At

each operating point, the fuel cell system is dynamically

excited using the available input channels with small enough
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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amplitudes, as to justify the assumption of linearity around an

operating point. So instead of having a single experiment

covering the complete operating space (suitable for the direct

estimation of a non-linear model), several local experiments

with reduced excitation amplitudes around multiple oper-

ating points are carried out instead. A schematic representa-

tion thereof can be seen in Fig. 1. To facilitate an a-priori

analysis of the significance and identifiability of the model

parameters with respect to the available data (and local linear

models), a semi-analytic algorithm for the computation of

parametric output sensitivity, and subsequently the Fisher

InformationMatrix (FIM), is developed.With the knowledge of

the FIM, the identifiability of parameters can be concisely

analyzed [17,24].

In summary, the proposed identification method reduces

the needed computational effort to identify a PEMFCmodel by

multiple orders of magnitude by identifying multiple local

linear structured state-space models instead of a single

nonlinear one. The analytically linearizable model allows an

additional a priori semi-analytic parameter identifiability

analysis.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: In section

Fuel cell stack model, the control-oriented fuel cell stack

model is presented. In section Simultaneous local linear

structured state space estimation, the parameterization

methodology utilizing the simultaneous estimation of local

linear structured state space models is discussed in detail.

Section parametric sensitivity and fisher information regards

the identifiability analysis of parameters. Section Experi

mental setup gives a brief overview of the experimental

setup that is used to conduct the experiments on the 30 kW

PEM fuel cell stack. The obtained results are discussed in

section Results.
Fuel cell stack model

In this section, the fuel cell stack model used for the

experimental parameterization is described. The described

PEMFC model is based on the control-oriented zero-
Fig. 1 e Transition from global experiments to multiple local exp

parameterization of non-linear models.
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dimensional model presented in Ref. [4]. The switching be-

tween condensation and evaporation of water is adapted

due to the necessity of analytical differentiability. Addi-

tionally, the electrochemical model is exchanged, and the

one proposed in Ref. [25] is used. The reason is that the

latter gives better insights into the internal states. Further

details in this regard are discussed in the following sub-

sections. The overall structure of the model considered in

this work can be seen in Fig. 2. Both the cathode and the

anode are divided into three consecutive zero dimensional

volumes, interconnected with linear nozzle equations. The

first volume of the anode and cathode respectively is

denoted as the supply manifold (sm) and the last volume as

exit manifold (em). The center manifolds describe the

respective volumes of cathode and anode (ca/an), whose

species concentrations are used to determine the electro-

chemical reaction. The model dynamics are described by the

transient mass balance of the interconnected zero dimen-

sional volumes. Water vapor and nitrogen are exchanged

between the center manifold of cathode and anode. The

membrane humidity is described by the average humidity of

cathode and anode, filtered by a first order system with an

associated time constant as to approximate the transient

drying and wetting. The internal dynamic states and their

derived quantities are then used in the electrochemical

model to describe the relation between current and voltage.

The temperature of the fuel cell stack is assumed to be

uniform and externally controlled. Gas recirculation in the

anode and purging is considered. It is to be noted that the

main focus in this work lies in the experimental parame-

terization. The presented model is to be understood as a

candidate model in explaining the experimental data and

not as a proposition and validation of modeling

assumptions.

Cathode

The total mass flow of humid air flowing into the cathode-side

supplymanifold is characterized by its totalmassflowrateWca
in

and relative humidity 4ca
in . Assuming a constant mass fraction
eriments when utilizing the multi-model approach for the

rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
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Fig. 2 e Schematic overview of the model structure of the lumped, transient fuel cell stack model.
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of nitrogen in standard dry air and using basic thermodynamic

calculations (see for example [4]), themass fractions of species

ycaN2; sm, ycaO2; sm and ycavap; sm and the specific gas constant of the

gas mixture inside the supply manifold Rca
sm can be calculated.

The transient change of pressure inside the supplymanifold is

then given by the ideal gas law and mass balance as

_pca
sm ¼ Rca

smT
Vca

sm

ðWca
in �Wca

smÞ: (1)

Thereby, T denotes the uniform stack temperature, Vca
sm the

volume of the supply manifold, and Wca
sm the total mass flow

between the supply manifold and the cathode, which is

described using the linearized nozzle flow equation

Wca
sm ¼ kca

smðpca
sm �pcaÞ; (2)

with kca
sm as the nozzle constant and pca the pressure inside the

cathode manifold.

Mass balance of all the species inside the cathode results in

_mca
O2 ¼ yca

O2;smW
ca
sm �WO2; react � yca

O2W
ca; (3)

_mca
N2 ¼ yca

N2; smWca
sm �WN2; cross � yca

N2W
ca; (4)

_mca
vap ¼ yca

vap; smWca
sm þWvap; gen þWvap; mem

�yca
vapW

ca; (5)

_mca
liq ¼ Wca

phase �Wca
liq: (6)
Please cite this article as: Ritzberger D et al., Data-driven paramete
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The oxygen consumption and the water vapor generation

due to the electrochemical reaction is given by

WO2; react ¼ ncellsI
MO2

4F
; (7)

and

Wvap; gen ¼ ncellsI
MH2O

2F
; (8)

respectively, where ncells denotes the number of cells in the

stack, I the current, and F the Faraday constant. The nitrogen

crossover through the membrane is considered via

WN2; cross ¼ kpermðpca
N2 �pan

N2Þ: (9)

The net water vapor flow through themembraneWvap, mem

is defined later when discussing the membrane sub-model.

For total mass flow between cathode volume and exit mani-

fold again, a linear nozzle equation is utilized

Wca ¼ kcaðpca �pca
emÞ: (10)

The overall pressure inside the cathode is given by the sum

of partial pressures:

pca ¼ pca
O2 þ pca

N2 þ pca
vap; (11)

with

pca
k ¼ RT

Vca

mca
k

Mk
; k2fO2;N2;vapg; (12)
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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where R denotes the universal gas constant, Mk the molar

mass of species k and Vca the cathode volume.

Different approaches have been proposed to deal with the

phase change and generation of liquid water. In Ref. [4], it is

assumed that any water mass exceeding the saturated vapor

mass is instantaneously condensed into liquid water (and

vice-versa). The partial pressure of water vapor is then fixed to

the saturation pressure. It is evident, that this approach in-

troduces numerical difficulties and discontinuities to the

model due to the infinitely fast evaporation and condensation.

Additionally, when transitioning from unsaturated to the

saturated region, the state-space of the model is effectively

reduced due to the algebraic constraint of constant water

vapor pressure. In contrast, transient phase change relations

have been considered in Refs. [26e28], which are preferable as

thereby liquid water and water vapor can be treated as indi-

vidual states in the model.

The phase change rate is then expressed by

Wca
phase ¼ J

kcondV
caMH2O

RT

�
pca
vap � psatðTÞ

�

þð1�JÞkevapm
ca
liq

�
pca
vap � psatðTÞ

�
; (13)

where kcond and kevap are the condensation and evaporation

rate constants, and J the transition function between

condensation and evaporation. Typically, a discontinuous

hard switching is implemented as a transition function

J ¼
(
1; pca

vap >psatðTÞ
0; pca

vap � psatðTÞ : (14)

However, due to the intended analytic linearization of the

model, continuous differentiability is required. Therefore the

hard switching transition function is approximated using the

following sigmoid function:

J ¼ 1
p
arctan

�
ksig

h
pca
vap � psatðTÞ

i�
þ 1
2

(15)

Thereby, the constant ksig can be used to define the width

of the transition area and therefore the trade-off between

approximation error and numerical stiffness.

The exit manifold pressure is given similar to the supply

manifold:

_pca
em ¼ Rca

emT
Vca

em

�
Wca �Wca

em

�
(16)

The concentration of species inside the exit manifold is

thereby assumed to be the same as in the cathode volume.

Wca
em ¼ abpk

ca
em

�
pca
em � patm

�
; (17)

where patm denotes the atmospheric pressure. In the case of an

actuated back-pressure valve, fabp 2Rr0� a� 1g is the time

dependent valve opening position, which can be used as an

additionaldegreeof freedomincontrollingthecathodepressure.

Anode

The modeling of the anode side is analogous to that of the

cathode when considering open end operation. However,
Please cite this article as: Ritzberger D et al., Data-driven paramete
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when the fuel cell system to be identified is subjected to a

dead-end operation, or includes an anode recirculation loop,

as depicted in Fig. 2, the following factors have to be taken into

account:

When disregarding the effects of leakages in the piping, the

anode pressure dynamics exhibit an integrating behavior. If

now the simulation is driven by the measured hydrogen

mass-flow, any measurement noise, bias, or un-modeled

disturbance lead to a random walk or continuous drift in

pressure due to the integrating behavior. As such, a pressure

driven anode-side simulation is to be preferred. Themeasured

hydrogen mass-flow is then only used as to determine the

mass fractions of species inside the anode supply manifold:

yan
H2; sm ¼ yan

H2; inW
an
in þ yan

H2; emWreci

Wan
in þWreci

; (18)

yan
N2; sm ¼ yan

N2; emWreci

Wan
in þWreci

; (19)

and

yan
vap; sm ¼ yvap; tankW

an
in þ yan

vap; emWreci

Wan
in þWreci

: (20)

The total mass flow between anode supply manifold and

center manifold is given as

Wan
sm ¼ kan

sm

�
pan
sm � pan

�
: (21)

Mass balance of the individual species inside the anode

center manifold leads to

_man
H2 ¼ yan

H2; smWan
sm �WH2; react � yan

H2W
an; (22)

_man
N2 ¼ yan

N2; smWan
sm þWN2; cross � yan

N2W
an; (23)

_man
vap ¼ yan

vap;smW
an
sm �Wvap;mem � yan

vapW
an ; (24)

_man
liq ¼ Wan

phase �Wan
liq: (25)

The overall pressure and partial pressures of species in the

anode are calculated analogously as on the cathode side ((12)

and (13)).

Mass flow between anode center manifold and exit mani-

fold is given by

Wan ¼ kanðpan �pan
emÞ: (26)

The anode exit manifold pressure is described by

_pan
em ¼ Ran

emT
Van

em

ðWan �Wreci �Wpurge �WleakÞ: (27)

Themass flow due to purgingWpurge is described similar to

the back pressure valve (18), however with a respective nozzle

coefficient kpurge and purge valve actuation signal apurge. The

mass flow due to internal leakage in the anode (28) is, on the

one hand, physically motivated due to the fact that the anode

piping and membrane are not perfectly impermeable and, on

the other hand, due to the aforementioned numerical reasons

of the anode exhibiting integrating behavior if modeled as

being a hundred percent gas tight.
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Wleak ¼ kleakðpan
em � patmÞ (28)

Membrane and water exchange

Water vapor is exchanged between cathode and anode

Wvap; mem ¼ AcellncellsMH2ONv: (29)

Thereby, Acell denotes the cell area and Nv the total molar

flux of water vapor through the membrane. With dm as the

membrane thickness, the total molar flux can be described by

the superposition of electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion

Nv ¼ ndðlmÞ I
AcellF

� DwðlmÞ ðcvap; ca � cvap; anÞ
dm

; (30)

where the electro-osmotic drag coefficient nd (lm) and the

diffusion coefficientofwater through themembraneDw (lm) are

typically understood to be functions of the membrane water

content lm. Numerical expressions and approximations have

been obtained by fitting experimental data, for example by

Dutta et al. [29]. Thereby the water diffusivity is described by a

set of piecewise linear functions. However, this expression

would violate the requirement of continuous differentiability

for the subsequent parameterization approach. The hard

switching could again be numerically smoothed as to achieve

higher order differentiability. However, as pointed out and

summarized in Ref. [30], numerous alternative experimental

results and fitting functions for the electro-osmotic drag and

diffusion coefficient have been obtained and proposed in liter-

ature, with drastic differences in structure and numerical

values. As a result, adhering to a parsimonious modeling prin-

ciple, simple linear relations for the electro-osmotic drag and

diffusivity coefficient are therefore used [31,32] in this work.

The membrane water content lm with respect to the water

activity am is described by the following commonly found

relation [33]

l ¼ 0:043þ 17:81am � 39:85a2
m þ 36a3

m: (31)

The membrane water activity am is typically obtained by

averaging the water activity in cathode, and anode [4,5,27].

However, to account for the dynamic wetting and drying of

the membrane, a simple first order dynamic with a charac-

teristic time constant tm is introduced

_am ¼ � 1
tm

�
am � aca þ aan

2

�
; (32)

with

ak ¼
pk
vap

psatðTÞ k2fca;ang: (33)

The water vapor concentrations in (30) are described by

cvap;k ¼
rmem; dry

Mmem; dry
lk k2fca;ang; (34)

where rmem, dry denotes the membrane’s dry density and

Mmem, dry the membrane dry equivalent weight.
Please cite this article as: Ritzberger D et al., Data-driven paramete
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The influence of the membrane water content l and tem-

perature on the ionic conductivity is considered by the

following empirical equation [4]:

sm ¼ ðε0lþ ε1Þe
ε2

�
1

303:15�1
T

�
(35)

The ohmic resistance is then given by

Rohm ¼ dm

Acellsm
þ R0; (36)

where dm denotes the membrane thickness, Acell the effective

cell area, and R0 the contact ohmic resistance.

Electrochemical model

The electrochemical model links the internal thermodynam-

ical states of the 0D-FC model with the current and voltage. A

highly accurate electrochemical model is sought, especially,

as the measured voltage and current can give invaluable in-

sights into the (otherwise unmeasured) internal states. For

control oriented fuel cell models, a variety of electrochemical

models have been proposed in literature. In Ref. [27], a simple

electrochemical model, equating the Nernst potential, acti-

vation, concentration, and ohmic losses, is present, however,

the model exhibits little dependency on the thermodynamic

states of the fuel cell as lumped parameters of the limiting and

exchange current density are fitted. In order to account for

this fact, simple electrochemical models are often extended

using a black-box/data-driven approach [4,34], where the pa-

rameters are extracted for several operating conditions, and

the dependency of the electrochemical parameters to the

thermodynamic states of the cell are afterwards fitted and

interpolated. Highly accurate results have thereby been ob-

tained, however as an obvious drawback, a vast amount of

experimental data is thereby required.

In this work, the electrochemical model developed in

Ref. [25] is applied, as it exhibits suitable extrapolation capa-

bilities during different operating conditions on a reasonable

amount of fitting parameters. However, the effect of liquid

water accumulation in the gas diffusion layer, reducing the

effective diffusivity [35], is not considered. The model is

derived based on the following major assumptions [25]:

1. The problem is isothermal, however the electrodes

could have different temperatures.

2. Charge transfer coefficient in electrochemical reactions

is assumed to take the value of 0.5.

3. Concentration of electrons and protons is approxi-

mately uniform in the electrodes.

4. Catalyst layers are infinitely thin, and a uniform po-

tential is assumed for them.

5. The gasses are treated as ideal.

6. The diffusion constants are pressure insensitive.

7. The diffusion system is always bicomponential and

therefore described by scalar diffusion constant.

8. There is no liquid water in the GDLs and channels.
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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9. There is no convective transport in the GDLs.

10. The membrane assumes no gas crossover.

11. The membrane is ideally and constantly hydrated at all

times.

Following, the voltage per cell Vcell is calculated with

Vcell ¼ kBT
e0Zca

ln

 �
Cca
vap

�
1þ I

IL;ca

���2�
Cca
O2

�
1� I

IL;ca

��!
þ

� kBT
e0Zan

ln

 �
Can
H2

�
1� I

IL;an

��2
!

þ Dg0
ca

e0Zca
þ

þ
�
T� T0

�
Dsca

e0Zca
þ Dg0

an

e0Zan
þ
�
T� T0

�
Dsan

e0Zan
þ

�RohmI� kBT
e0Zca

arcsinh

0B@ I
2Ica0

e
Eca
0

kBT,

,

�
Cca
vap

�
1þ I

IL;ca

���1�
Cca
O2

�
1� I

IL;ca

���0:5
!
þ

� kBT
e0Zan

arcsinh

0B@ I
2Ian0

e
Ean
0

kBT

�
Can
H2

�
1� I

IL;an

���1

1CA (37)

In (37) kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, e0 the elemen-

tary charge, Z the number of electrons transferred in the

electrochemical reaction, Dg0 the specific Gibbs free energy, T0

the reference temperature, Ds the specific entropy, and E0 the

activation energy. ca and an indicates the corresponding

electrode. C describes the unitless concentration, which can

be obtained by dividing the corresponding partial pressure by

the atmospheric pressure. IL,ca denotes the cathode limit

current with the relation

IL;ca ¼ ZcaFC
ca
O2
CDca; (38)

where F is the Faraday constant, and CDca is the combined

diffusion coefficient for the cathode. Furthermore, Ica0 de-

scribes the cathode intrinsic exchange current with the

relation

Ica0 ¼ Acelle
�
0:5ðT�T0ÞDsca

kBT Kca; (39)

where Kca is the cathode intrinsic exchange current param-

eter. The proceeding for the anode side is analogous. Finally,

the stack voltage V can be evaluated with

V ¼ Vcellncells: (40)

Overview of model properties

Equations (1)e(34), together with the electrochemical model,

can be written as a non-linear state space system of the form

_x¼ fðx;u; qÞ; (41)

y¼ gðx;u; qÞ: (42)

The model exhibits a direct feed-through, i.e. from current

to voltage. The input vector u, state vector x and output vector

y are depending on the fuel cell stack system setup and the
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available measurements. For the subsequent parameter esti-

mation based on the experimental data, they are given as

u ¼

26666666666666666664

Wca
in

Wan
in

pan
sm

4ca
in

apurge

T

patm

I

37777777777777777775

; x ¼

266666666666666666666666666666664

pca
sm

mca
O2

mca
N2

mca
vap

mca
liq

pca
em

man
H2

man
N2

man
vap

man
liq

pan
em

am

377777777777777777777777777777775

; y ¼

2664
V

pca
sm

pan
em

3775 (43)

Since anode recirculation is considered, the pressure in the

supply manifold pan
sm is used as an input. The mass flow from

the hydrogen tank into the anode Wan
in is only used to deter-

mine the concentrations inside the supply manifold, where

the pure, dry hydrogen from the tank (e.g. yvap, tank ¼ 0) is

mixed with the recirculated mass flow.

The state derivative function (41) and output function (42)

are continuously differentiable as required by the parame-

terization method.
Simultaneous local linear structured state space
estimation

In this section, the estimation procedure for the fuel cell

model is described. At first, the commonly applied minimi-

zation of the simulation error of the non-linear model is dis-

cussed. Afterwards the approach of analytic local

linearization is introduced, leading to the simultaneous esti-

mation of local linear structured state space models.

Parameter estimation via output error minimization

In order to estimate the unknown parameter vector q of the

model described by equations (41) and (42), a non-linear

optimization problem is formulated based on the error mini-

mization between simulated and measured outputs. A suit-

able scalar objective function thereof constitutes

JðqÞ ¼Tr
�
ðYðqÞ � eYÞTQyðYðqÞ � eYÞ�

þðq� bq0ÞTQqðq� bq0Þ (44)

Thereby, Tr (,) denotes the trace of a matrix, i.e. the sum of

diagonal elements. The matrix eY2RN�ny contains the

measuredoutput signals,withN sampled time instances of the

ny channels. The matrix Y(q) denotes the corresponding

simulatedmodel outputs (subject to the same input signals as

in the experiment). The matrix Qy is used to weigh the impor-

tance of different outputs with respect to each other. The
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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second term in (44) is used to penalize deviations from the

initial parameter vector bq 0. On the one hand, the choice of Qq

can bemotivated by a practical point of view, in the sense, that

it reflects the knowledge and reliability of a-priori assumed

parameters (expert’s knowledge). On the other hand, by

introducing the second term in (44), a regularization of the

subsequent optimization problem is achieved, giving addi-

tional degrees of freedom as to influence the bias-variance

trade-off [36,37].

The optimal parameter estimate is formally stated as

bq* ¼ arg min
q

JðqÞ: (45)

However, an analytic solution is, in general, not obtainable.

Therefore, iterative optimization algorithms are applied

bqiþ1 ¼ 4optðJðbqiÞÞ; i2f0;…; I�1g: (46)

Thereby, 4opt (,) denotes an arbitrary optimization algo-

rithm, and I the number of iterations after which the algo-

rithm is stopped. At each iteration, in order to evaluate Jðcqi Þ,
the non-linear dynamicmodel (42)e(43) needs to be simulated

which can formally be stated as

YðqÞ ¼ 4simðx0ðqÞ; ~U; qÞ: (47)

Note that the initial state vector x0(q) is parameter depen-

dent and requires a solution of the implicit equation

fðx0; eu0; qÞ ¼ 0: (48)

Ideally, the final parameter vector bq I serves as a suitable

approximation of the optimal solution bq *. However, it is

obvious that the obtained result is heavily influenced by the

choice of the optimization algorithm 4opt, and applied solver

for the dynamic model 4sim. In practice, the following pitfalls

can prohibit the convergence to a suitable solution:

1. The initial parameter vector q0 is improper.

2. The current parameter vector during optimization qi leads

to numerically stiff model and the solver 4sim (,) does not

terminate or fails completely. Likewise, the solver to obtain

the steady state solution x0 (qi) from (48) can fail.

3. Convergence to local minimum of the objective function

(45) or an unsuitable optimization algorithm 4opt (,) with

insufficient settings is used.

It is evident that a certain iterativeness due to trial-and-

error cannot be avoided. Therefore it is all the more impor-

tant to accelerate every single parameterization run as much

as possible. Especially with regard to the dynamic simulation,

the switch to local linear models enables the use of very effi-

cient linear system solvers and, therefore, a drastic increase in

computational speed. Additional, improper candidate

parameter vectors during optimization, leading to undesired

model properties such as instability, can be easily detected

and penalized.

Structured state space model

A local linear operating point model is given by
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D _x ¼ AðqÞDxþ BðqÞDu; (49)

y¼ CðqÞDxþDðqÞDuþ y0ðqÞ; (50)

where the system matrices are defined as

AðqÞ ¼ vfðx;u; qÞ
vx x0ðqÞ;~u0

; (51)

BðqÞ ¼ vfðx;u; qÞ
vu x0ðqÞ;~u0

; (52)

CðqÞ ¼ vgðx;u; qÞ
vx x0ðqÞ;~u0

; (53)

DðqÞ ¼ vgðx;u; qÞ
vu x0ðqÞ;~u0

: (54)

The inputs and states of each localmodel are considered as

deviation around its operating point

Du¼ u� eu0; (55)

Dx¼ x� x0ðqÞ; (56)

whereas the local model output (50) is given in its absolute

values, for which the steady state output needs to be

computed via

y0 ¼ g

�
x0ðqÞ; ~u0; q

�
: (57)

By calculating the partial derivatives in (51)e(54) analyti-

cally, as opposed to a numerical approximation, the func-

tional dependency of the linear systemmatrices with respect

to the parameter vector q is retained. To carry out the partial

differentiation of the non-linear state space model pro-

grammatically, several software packages are readily avail-

able. In this work, the MATLAB symbolic toolbox [38] was

used. These analytic calculations are done once in a pre-

processing step of the non-linear model, and the resulting

matrix functions are stored. For the numeric simulation

during optimization, a specific local linearmodel is efficiently

generated by inserting the numerical values of the operating

point and parameter vector into these preprocessed state

space matrix functions.

Simultaneous estimation of multiple structured state space
models

As the fuel cell model (41)e(42) is highly non-linear, it is un-

likely that a single local linear model, together with a single

local experiment, is sufficient for estimating the complete

parameter vector q. It is therefore proposed to estimate mul-

tiple local linear structured state-space models simulta-

neously. An appropriate objective function can thereby be

given as

JðqÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

lmJmðqÞ þ ðq� q0ÞTQqðq� q0Þ; (58)

with
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
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JmðqÞ ¼ Tr
�
ðYmðqÞ � eYmÞTQyðYmðqÞ � eYmÞ

�
(59)

Thereby, Jm denotes the individual contribution of each

local model m to the objective function. The parameter lm is

introduced as to weigh individual models (and corresponding

experiments) with respect to each other. Ym(q) denotes the

simulated output of the local linear state space model

(49)e(50) and eYm the corresponding measured outputs of the

local experiment. Note that by increasing the number of local

linear models, the number of parameters to be identified does

not increase. To carry out the minimization of (58), it is

advisable to have multiple optimization algorithms at hand.

In the presentwork, a hybrid optimization approach is used as

they have been found to outperform purely global optimiza-

tion techniques for the parameterization of large transient

models [39].
Parametric sensitivity and Fisher information

An important measure for determining the quality and sig-

nificance of estimated parameters is its associated parameter

covariance

covðbqÞ ¼ E
h
ðbq � qUÞðbq � qUÞT

i
(60)

Thereby, qU denotes the “true” parameters of the system

and bq its estimates. Assuming a consistent estimator, un-

limited experimental data, and a correct model structure, it

follows that bq/qU and covðbq Þ/0. However, in the practical

case of limited experimental data, the knowledge of the

parameter covariance allows for a statistical assessment of

confidence of the obtained parameters. A direct numerical

approximation of (60) is in general not feasible, however, there

exists a lower limit defined by the Cram�er-Rao inequality [40]:

covðbqÞ � F�1; (61)

where F denotes the Fisher information matrix, which, for a

dynamical system, can be given as [41]:

F ¼
XN
k¼1

4Tðk; qÞS�1
e 4ðk; qÞ; (62)

with Se as the error covariance matrix and

4ðk; qÞ ¼ �41ðk; qÞ … 4np ðk; qÞ
	

¼



d
dq1

yðk; qÞ …
d

dqnp
yðk; qÞ

�
: (63)

The matrix 4(k, q) is commonly referred to as the (local)

parametric output sensitivity. Note that (62) and (63) holds for

anymodel structure, e.g. for both, the non-linear and the local

linear structured state space model. An obvious choice for

computing (63) would be a finite difference approximation of

the derivative, but for the present fuel cell model, this has

been found to be numerically sensitive due to the large spread

of parameter values, the stiffness of the model, and the trade-
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off between the numerical approximation and round-off error

when computing the difference approximation. However, for

the identification via multiple local models, the parametric

state space structure can be effectively exploited as to

robustly and efficiently compute the parametric output

sensitivity.

With (62) the confidence interval of the estimated param-

eter bqi can be approximated with

bqi±za=2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðF�1Þii

q
; (64)

where za/2 is the z critical value at significance level a/2 and

ðF�1Þii is the i-th diagonal element of the inverse Fisher infor-

mation matrix.

Analytic computation of the parametric sensitivity for
structured state space models

As a first step, in order to account for the discrete nature of the

experimental data, the structured state space model (49)e(50)

is discretized

Dxðkþ 1Þ ¼ AkðqÞDxðkÞ þ BkðqÞDuðkÞ; (65)

yðkÞ ¼ CðqÞDxðkÞ þDðqÞDuðkÞ þ y0ðqÞ; (66)

with the discrete system matrix

AkðqÞ ¼ eAðqÞDt (67)

and input matrix

BkðqÞ ¼
Z Dt

t¼0

eAðqÞtBðqÞdt: (68)

Under the assumption of constant inputs during the sam-

pling interval Dt, (65) is the exact solution of (49). The

parameter sensitivity (63) for the discrete structured state

space model can then be written as

4iðkÞ ¼
vC
vqi

DxðkÞ þ CxiðkÞþ

vD
vqi

DuðkÞ þ dy0

dqi
:

(69)

Thereby, xi(k) ¼ dDx(k)/dqi has been introduced as the

parametric state sensitivity, which can be recursively

computed by

xiðkþ1Þ ¼ vAk

vqi
DxðkÞ þAkxiðkÞ þ vBk

vqi
DuðkÞ: (70)

In order to evaluate (69) and (70), the matrix derivatives

therin need to be computed. While dC/dqi and dD/dqi can be

readily carried out analytically in a preprocessing step of the

model, the matrix derivatives vAk/vqi and vBk/vqi in (70) must

be considered separately, due to the intermediate step of

discretization. However, an elegant solution therefore has

been given in Ref. [42], where it has been shown that the

discrete system matrices (67) and (68), as well as its de-

rivatives with respect to the parameters, can be efficiently

calculated by
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Ak 0 Bk

vAk

vqi
Ak

vBk

vqi

0 0 I

37775 ¼ exp

0BBB@
26664

A 0 B

vA
vqi

A
vB
vqi

0 0 0

37775Dt
1CCCA (71)

Thereby, the evaluation of the discrete matrix derivatives

is shifted to the computation of the continuous matrix de-

rivatives, which can readily be done in a pre-processing step

of the model.

Fisher information based identifiability analysis

In order to determine the lower bound of the parameter

covariance (61), the Fisher information matrix needs to be

inverted. To analyze the invertibility and well-posedness of

the inversion, it is advised to conduct a singular value

decomposition of the Fisher information matrix [43]

USVT ¼ F; (72)

where U and V are unitary matrices and

S ¼ diag
�
s1;…;snp

	
(73)

with s1 � / � snp as the singular values. In the case of non-

invertibility, the Fisher information matrix is rank deficient,

i.e. some singular values are identical to zero. The singular

value decomposition can therefore be factored into

½U1 U2 �


S 0
0 0

�"
VT

1

VT
2

#
¼ F: (74)

This effectively means that the Fisher information can be,

without any loss, described by a parameter space of reduced

dimensionality. Consequently, V1 represents the identifiable

subspace of the parameters and V2 the unidentifiable

parameter subspace. To investigate which parameters are

causing the problems, the column vectorsV2 (e.g. base vectors

of the unidentifiable parameter subspace) need to be

analyzed. In practice, a singular Fisher information matrix for

a first principlemodel can arisewhen the effect of a parameter

algebraically cancels out, or when the output is only effected

by a combination of parameters as in the trivial case:

yðtÞ ¼ q1q2uðtÞ: (75)

Regardless of how the input signal u(t) is chosen, it is not

possible to uniquely determine the influence of q1 and q2 on

the output. The estimation problem is therefore non unique,

and the Fisher information is singular.

In the first case of an irrelevant parameter, the associated

singular vector in the unidentifiable parameter subspace V2

will directly point to the parameter in question: e.g. with a

singular vector (76) of it can be concluded that the second

element of the parameter vector can be disregarded. In the

second case, of effects of parameters appearing in combina-

tions, the associated singular vector will have non zero entries

for the parameters in question. In order to obtain a unique

solution, it is advised to either fix all parameters in question

but one to a constant value, or, if possible, to lump the pa-

rameters together.
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v2 ¼ ½0;1;0;… �T (76)

If, with the described measures, the unidentifiable sub-

space is reduced to zero, it is still possible for the Fisher in-

formation to be ill-conditioned, leading to large parameter

covariances. The steps above can therefore be repeated, for

singular values below a defined threshold smin.
Experimental setup

For the generation of the measurement data, a PEM-fuel cell

test benchwas set up, which is shown in Fig. 3. The test bench

consists of a 30 kW PEM fuel cell stack (96 cells in series,

409 cm2 cell area), an anode module, the cooling circuits, the

air supply systemand the control cabinet. The fuel cell stack is

connected to a battery simulator (dynamic DC/AC converter)

for the load set point control. During operation, the electric

fuel cell stack power is fed into the electric grid via the battery

simulator. The balance of plant components (BOP e air

compressor, pumps, control cabinet, etc.) are supplied with

energy via the electric grid.

Media supply

The reactants of the stack are supplied by the anode module

(hydrogen) and air supply system. On the hydrogen side, the

gas bottle pressure is reduced and supplied to the anode

module. Another pressure controller guarantees a further

reduced constant hydrogen pressure inside the anode. A

hydrogen recirculation pumpprovides a constant volumeflow

through the anode. No external humidification is used for

either the hydrogen or air side (internal humidification inside

the stack). In addition to the hydrogen purge valve in the

anode module, a water separator is used to periodically

remove excess water from the hydrogen gas. On the air side,

an air filter prevents dust and damaging gases from entering

the air supply system. A turbo compressor pumps the air

through an intercooler to the fuel cell stack (no external hu-

midification of the reactant air). The intake air has a constant

temperature of 20 �C and a constant relative humidity of 45 %.

After the stack, the electronically controlled air throttle valve

can be utilized to vary the backpressure of the stack.

Cooling circuits

The stack, the air intercooler and the air compressor are

liquid cooled. All the other components are passively

cooled. For the stack cooling, a cooling circuit with de-

ionized cooling fluid is used (constant speed and volume

flow of the coolant pump). Tap water is used to cool the heat

exchanger of the stack cooling circuit, the intercooler, and

the air compressor. For the temperature control of each

component, a flow control valve on the tap water side is

utilized. The target stack coolant inlet temperature and air

inlet temperature is 55 �C, the compressor uses a constant

coolant volume flow at all times, which suffices for the

necessary cooling demand.
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Fig. 3 e Schematic diagram of the fuel cell test bench [44].

Table 1 e Constant operating parameters and standard
values of the fuel cell system [44].

Operating parameter Value

Stack voltage range 40 - 100 VDC

(standard value 60 e 120 VDC)

Continuous stack current 0 e 300 A

(standard value 120 e 400 A)

Air compressor pressure

ratio at 400 A

1.35 (open throttle valve)

Anode pressure 350 - 700 mbarG

(standard value 700 mbarG)
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Test bench control

The fuel cell system test bench control software was specif-

ically developed in LabView for full control and flexibility of

each operating parameter. During standard operation, all

operating parameters are set constant (target temperatures,

hydrogen pressure, hydrogen recirculation pump speed,

coolant pump speed) except the air mass flow, for which a

constant stoichiometric factor of 1.5 is set. Numerous sensors

are integrated into the system at all relevant positions (tem-

perature, pressure, mass flow, voltage, current, and humidity

sensors) to allow for a comprehensive measurement analysis.

Amore detailed description of the test bench set up is given in

Refs. [44,45], where steady state experiments were performed.

Experimental tests and operating conditions

The experimental tests were performed by varying the oper-

ating parameters within a range where a stable operation is

still feasible. In this manner, measurement data under

different operating conditionswas obtained, and the effects of

individual parameter changes were recorded. The standard

operating conditions are shown in Table 1. The varied param-

eters are electric current, airmassflow (whichalsochanges the

cathode supply manifold pressure), and anode pressure. The

step size of each variation is randomly set and low enough not

to interfere with the proper operation of system. A more

detailed description of the experimental tests is given together

with simulated and measured data in Section Results.
Stack coolant inlet temperature 55 �C
H2 pump speed 4000 RPM

Air excess ratio (air lambda) 1.1 e 3.5

(standard value 1.5)

Ambient temperature 20 �C
Relative humidity of ambient air 45 %
Results

Fig. 4 shows the measurement data of three local experiments

and the corresponding fit of the local linear structured state
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space models. The results were obtained by applying the

method described in Section Simultaneous local linear

structured state space estimation. First, suitable measure-

ment data is analyzed to determine local linear operating

points. Second, the analytical, linear state-space system is

derived. Third, a plausible initial parameter vector bq 0 is chosen

based on literature values and expert’s knowledge. Finally, the

proposed parametrization problem is optimized with MAT-

LAB’s gradient-based optimizer fmincon. This procedure is, of

course, iterative. The outputs to which the model has been

fitted is the stack voltage, the cathode supply manifold pres-

sure, and the anode exit manifold pressure. The fuel cell stack

was excited by applying sequential steps to the current, the air

mass flow, and the reference value of the controlled anode

pressure. The current and the air mass flow signals are addi-

tionally given in Figs. 4 and 5 for reference. In general, a good
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 4 e Fit of the local linear structured state space models to their respective measurement data. The columns represent

the local experiments and the rows the measured output signals, to which the local models are fitted. The current and the

air mass flow are given for reference.
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agreement between the local models and the experimental

data is evident. However, in the third experiment, the good-

ness of fit between measured and fitted voltage is slightly less.

One possible explanation could be that the effects of liquid

water, whose presence has been experimentally observed at

the exhaust port of the fuel cell stack, are currently not present

in the model, i.e. the reduction of diffusivity in the GDL due to

flooding. The cathode pressure behavior, excited by changing

the mass flow of inlet air, is sufficiently reproduced for all ex-

periments. The periodic pressure spikes in the anode exit

manifold result frompurging. It can be seen that changes in the

cathode pressure have a significant effect on the stack voltage,

whereas the change in anode pressure of 200 mbar (second

experiment at 50 s) has no evident effect on the stack voltage.

An apparent advantage of the estimation approach via

multiple local linear models lies in the significant increase of

computational efficiency. Using a standard personal laptop

(Intel i7 CPU @ 2.60 GHz), the required computation time to

simulate the non-linear model for the 120 s of measurement

data in the first experiment of Fig. 4, amounts to 30.1 s.

Thereby, MATLABs ODE15s solver for stiff systems is used

with the largest possible tolerance as to produce a stable so-

lution. However, the simulation of the derived linear struc-

tured state spacemodel for the same dataset requires 0.0281 s.

As the simulation is embedded into the optimization, this

decrease in computation time of three orders of magnitude

directly leads to a proportional decrease of the overall time

required for the optimization.

After the parameter estimation via local linear structured

state space estimation, the resulting parameter vector is

inserted into the original non-linear model. To cross-validate

the resulting non-linear model, a global experiment has been
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conducted. Thereby, the stack current is increased from 0 A to

300 A in a sequence of rate-limited current steps. The air mass

flow throughout the experiment is constant and set such that

the oxygen stoichiometry at the maximum current is lO2 ¼
1:1. During experiment, the anode set point pressure is

changed from 400 mbarG to 625 mbarG. A comparison be-

tween measurement and parameterized model is shown in

Fig. 5 (a). The corresponding internal states are visible in Fig. 5

(b). The oxygen mass inside the cathode decreases with

increasing current. At maximum current of 300 A (t ¼ 135 s)

the oxygen mass inside the cathode is almost reduced to zero

(as it is expected due to the low stoichiometry) almost leading

to oxygen starvation. The displacement of hydrogen in the

anode due to water vapor is visible. The accumulated nitrogen

in the anode is discharged when a purging event takes place

(at t ¼ 100 s and t ¼ 142 s). The membrane humidity increases

with increasing current due to the generation of water vapor.

Liquid water starts to form in the cathode, and the membrane

water activity is saturated. When reducing the current, the

liquid water evaporates, the membrane humidity decreases,

and oxygen mass is increased.

Identifiability analysis

In order to assess the identifiability of parameters, the anal-

ysis presented in section Analytic computation of the

parametric sensitivity for structured state space models and

Fisher information based identifiability analysis has been

conducted for the full set of model parameters, on the data-

sets seen in Fig. 4. The singular values of the Fisher informa-

tion matrices, calculated for the increasing number of exper-

iments, is shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal red line denotes the
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 5 e In (a), the fit of the parameterized non-linear fuel cell model for a global experiment can be seen. The corresponding

internal states of the fuel cell model are visible in (b).
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tolerance, based on the machine precision, for which all

values below are treated as effectively zero. It can be seen that

the lowest singular value stays significantly below the toler-

ance for all experiments. Inspecting the corresponding right-

singular vector revealed that it unambiguously points in the

direction of the anode supply manifold volume Van
sm. The issue

that the parameter Van
sm cannot be identified is obvious from

the fact that the anode side of themodel is pressure driven, as

discussed in section Anode. By switching from mass-flow-

driven to pressure-driven, the differential equation coupling

the inflow to pressure in the anode supply manifold is

omitted, and as such Van
sm has no influence on the model.

Although obvious in this example, problems like this arise

naturally in complex, high-dimensional models with many

parameters, and it highlights the benefits of an identifiability

analysis. The second lowest singular value, which was bum-

ped slightly over the tolerance threshold by including addi-

tional experiments, can be associatedwith the parameter ε2 in

(35), describing the temperature dependence of the ionic

conductivity. As all the experiments were conducted with an

actively controlled stack temperature, such that the deviation

of coolant outlet temperature where within 5 �C, it can be

concluded that the change in temperature during experiment

is not sufficient as to determine ε2 with reasonable

significance.

The most significant parameters can be determined in an

analogous manner. By evaluating the dominant direction in

the parameter space of the singular vectors associated to the

largest singular values, the following 10 most significant pa-

rameters (in descending order) have been determined:Vca, kca,

R0, V
an, q1,elchem, kansm, q2,elchem, kcaem, kcasm, Vca

em.
Please cite this article as: Ritzberger D et al., Data-driven paramete
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In general, a parameter could be nonsignificant if it is not

relevant in the model (e. g. Van
sm), the model input is not

exciting enough (e. g. ε2), or both. High parameter significances

can be interpreted in a vice versa manner. With this infor-

mation, remodeling, or better design of the experiment can be

considered. The parameter significances can also be inter-

preted from the PEMFC point of view. Focusing on optimizing

the most significant parameters’ real-world counterpart (e. g.

Vca, kca, and R0) will improve the system output more signifi-

cantly than optimizing the least significant ones. Optimizing

the latter will lead to barely any change in the outputs.

Therefore with the given parameter significance, engineering

resources can be applied in a more targeted way.

To verify the order of significance of parameters, the

identification via local linear structured state space models

has been redone iteratively, with an increasing number of

parameters to be optimized nq ¼ 1,…, 10. At each iteration, the

additional parameter added corresponds to the order stated

above. Each optimization is terminated after 50 iterations.

Table 2 shows the relative objective function Jrel ¼ J50/J0.

With only one parameter (Vca) no effective improvement of

the objective function can be made. Including the second

parameter (kca) for optimization enables a sufficient degree of

freedom as to match the overall pressure levels on the cath-

ode side of the model vs. measurement data and thus results

in a considerable reduction of the objective function. With

inclusion of the third parameter R0, the DC voltage levels can

be matched to the measurement data, resulting in another

significant reduction of objective function. The parameters

following thereafter give additional degrees of freedom as to

fit the transient dynamics in the measured response data. But
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 6 e Singular values of the Fisher information matrix, calculated sequentially for the three experiments shown in Fig. 4.

The horizontal line denotes the tolerance based on the machine precision, for which all values below are treated as

effectively zero.
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as the errors due to transient mismatch are relative small as

compared to the errors arising due to steady state errors, the

improvement of the objective function is not as pronounced

as with the inclusion of the first parameters. It is to be noted

that the preference of reduction of the steady-state error, due

to its disproportionately large magnitude as compared to the

mismatch of transient responses, can lead to problems

regarding convergence to local minima. This can be remedied

by a suitable choice of a pre-filter for the experimental data

[41], or by decoupling and separate weighting of steady-state

and dynamic errors.

The parameter significances are strongly dependent on the

model inputs, and therefore the conducted significance
Table 2 e Reduction of objective
function values with increasing
number of parameters ordered
according to their significance.

nq Jrel

1 1.0000

2 0.1462

3 0.0192

4 0.0192

5 0.0163

6 0.0160

7 0.0161

8 0.0161

9 0.0160

10 0.0160
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analysis is limited to the given experiments and is not gener-

alizable. For example, with a more significant variation of the

temperature during the experiment, the significance of

temperature-dependent parameters will increase.

In the context of this work, the singular values of the Fisher

information are used to analyze the significance of parameters

with respect to given experimental data. As an outlook, it is to

be noted that the inverse approach is of equal interest: How to

design an experiment such that the identifiability of parame-

ters is improved? Model based optimal design of experiment

techniques are typically based on themaximization of a scalar

criterion derived from the singular values of the Fisher Infor-

mation Matrix [46], for which the algorithm presented in sec-

tion Analytic computation of the parametric sensitivity for

structured state space models can be directly utilized.
Conclusion

In this work, a parameter estimation methodology for the

identification of highly non-linear, dynamic fuel cell stack

models was presented. In order to increase the computational

efficiency, a parameterization scheme based on analytic

linearization has been conducted. The local linear parame-

terization was carried out with respect to three local experi-

ments on a 30 kW stack. As an apparent advantage of the

parameterization via multiple local linear models, a decrease

in computation time of three orders of magnitude was

observed. The proposed identifiability and parameter
rization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell models via
ernational Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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significance analysis enabled an a-priori parameter reduction,

leading to a well-conditioned estimation problem. With the

proposed workflow of multiple local operating point models,

the non-linear candidate model was effectively parameter-

ized. The resulting fit of the non-linear model and its internal

states were investigated using a global experiment with a

current excitation ranging from 0 A to 300 A.
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